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The New York Times bestseller from the founder of Oh She GlowsÂ "Angela Liddon knows that

great cooks depend on fresh ingredients. You'll crave every recipe in this awesome

cookbook!"â€”Isa Chandra Moskowitz, author of Isa Does It"So many things I want to make! This is

a book you'll want on the shelf."â€”Sara Forte, author of The Sprouted KitchenA self-trained chef

and food photographer, Angela Liddon has spent years perfecting the art of plant-based cooking,

creating inventive and delicious recipes that have brought her devoted fans from all over the world.

After struggling with an eating disorder for a decade, Angela vowed to change her diet â€” and her

life â€” once and for all. She traded the low-calorie, processed food she'd been living on for whole,

nutrient-packed vegetables, fruits, nuts, whole grains, and more. The result? Her energy soared,

she healed her relationship with food, and she got her glow back, both inside and out. Eager to

share her realization that the food we put into our bodies has a huge impact on how we look and

feel each day, Angela started a blog, ohsheglows.com, which is now an Internet sensation and one

of the most popular vegan recipe blogs on the web.This is Angela's long-awaited debut cookbook,

with a trasure trove of more than 100 moutherwatering, wholesome recipes â€” from revamped

classics that even meat-eaters will love, to fresh and inventive dishes â€” all packed with flavor. The

Oh She Glows Cookbook also includes many allergy-friendly recipes â€” with more than 90

gluten-free recipes â€” and many recipes free of soy, nuts, sugar, and grains, too!Whether you are a

vegan, "vegan-curious," or you simply want to eat delicious food that just happens to be healthy,

too, this cookbook is a must-have for anyone who longs to eat well, feel great, and simply glow!
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I am not vegan.I point this out because despite not being able to come up with a single thing about

myself that places me in Angela Liddon's target market, this is still a contender for my most favorite

cookbook in the whole world...and I've barely scratched the surface.I first encountered Liddon

courtesy of Google; I was hunting for a lentil loaf recipe and Liddon's blog popped up. I distinctly

remember almost passing the ohsheglows result by entirely because of the blog's name, which -

probably in no small part because I'm neither a she nor the least bit glowy - sounded a little too twee

for me.I made that recipe, and truly loved it - loved it enough that it joined the ranks of my all-time

favorites - but it wasn't until I read a review for this very cookbook, accompanied by a different

recipe (Thai peanut noodle bowl) that sounded fairly delicious, that I started to consider buying a

cookbook new when then only cookbooks I buy ever are used and cheap. (They're hard to justify

when the internet is right there, you know?)I'm really, really glad I bought it. I consider a cookbook a

win when I find maybe five recipes worth making more than once. This statement may be a tad

premature, but I'm pretty good at judging how well I'll like a recipe, and I have a strong suspicion

that this one is going to have a (much) higher success rate.One thing I've always disliked about

buying cookbooks online is how difficult it is to guess what you're going to end up with. You buy a

perfectly normal-sounding vegetarian cookbook and end up with 60 recipes using shiitake

mushrooms or three chapters of boring salads that are only slightly different from the salads you

came up with on your own years ago. So in light of that, here is a breakdown of the

recipes.Breakfast - 10 recipes - including several that sound like they'd be pretty swell at any time of

day.Smoothies, Juice, and Tea - 11 recipes - probably the biggest disappointment for me in the

book; I'm not big on smoothies, juice, or tea...and when I want something like that, I don't need a

recipe to make it.Appetizers - 8 recipes - including a nacho dip that sounds bizarre to this

non-vegan. Not bad, necessarily, but...there's no cheese! That one's weirdness is offset by a

strawberry-mango guacamole that may have possibly made me drool a bit.Salads - 8 recipes - I'm

good with the smaller number of salads included here; I've got salad recipes coming out the wazoo,

and never mind that I'm usually pretty good at coming up with a salad all on my own. Some of them

are pretty unique, though, and the "Long Weekend Grilled Salad" sounds outstanding.Soup - 7

recipes - A couple of these sound a bit weird, but there are two for sure that I want to make as soon

as I get to the grocery store again.Entrees - 15 recipes (or 16, depending on your reckoning...the

noodle bowl has two different dressings) - I've already been impressed by the two I've made, and



several of the others sound really original and satisfyingly hearty.Sides - 9 recipes - some of these

feel a bit like cheating (baked fries needed a recipe?), and I admit, nothing here really spoke to me,

but we'll see.Power Snacks - 9 recipes - two roasted chickpea recipes is probably pushing it, but I

possibly would have bought this book just for the peanut butter cookie dough bites. The chia

pudding parfait is getting made forthwith, BTW.Desserts - 11 recipes - some of these seem like an

awful lot of work when I'm perfectly satisfied by boxed brownies, but every last one sounds

delicious.Homemade Staples - 27 recipes - this chapter almost made me knock the book down to

four stars - it's totally cheating to call things like oat flour and roasted garlic "recipes," and by my

count there's only 88 recipes before this chapter, not "over 100" - but I think the others made up for

it.You're no doubt getting as sick of reading this as I am of typing it, so just a few other random

comments about the book: First, the photography is breathtaking. There are lots of pictures

(possibly one for each recipe, I didn't keep track), and every last one is colorful and artful and

makes the food look delicious. Second, there seems to be a minimum of weird ingredients. It's clear

Liddon has a fondness for chia seeds (never tried them, but now I'm curious), but the fact that I can

make a good number of these things without making a trip to a specialty store gets points from me.

Third, the recipes I've made - and, from the way it looks, most of the ones I haven't - have a terrific

balance of flavors. This stuff may be simple, some of it, but definitely not bland! Fourth, while there

aren't any nutrition facts provided - a disappointment, since figuring it myself is so putzy - each

recipe has notes in the header with things like "gluten free" and "nut free." And finally, each of these

recipes is obviously easily adaptable. I already tweaked the lentil loaf recipe to one that's a bit less

of a pain to make (but retaining the deliciousness), and since I'm not vegan, it's pretty clear how I

can incorporate real dairy or whatever. (Sorry, but I shall never ever give up cheese. I would rather

die. And I'm only being a little facetious.) At the same time, these recipes all look straightforward

enough and flavorful enough that I may very well try some of them exactly as written.Now that

you've grown old reading this, I'll just summarize by saying that although I haven't made all the

recipes in this book, the ones I've made all deserve five stars...and I'm looking forward to trying

most of the rest of them. This book has inspired me to cook in a way that I haven't been inspired in

a really long time.TL;DR: Buy this. For real.

Bloggers have changed how we find recipes and cookbooks. "Oh She Glows" became popular with

people who were searching out ways to cook and eat healthy foods vegan-style, with no animal

products. The author told her dramatic story of going from junk food addict to a healthy, fit young

woman eating delicious foods from her own recipes for vegan fare. The blog was a mega-hit and



this is the cookbook garnered from the blog.The recipes are unique--they are not the usual "boil up

some lentils and strew them on lettuce." The author really seeks out the deep flavors in vegetables

and tries to bring out their best flavor with methods you might not have tried. For example, her

potato salad uses avocado for the creaminess--that makes sense. But she roasts the potatoes

instead of boiling them and this serves to caramelize the sugars and make the flavor very rich. She

includes asparagus rather than the traditional celery--so you can see how the flavors already have

been built from the ground up, in a way, and not dependent on a highly seasoned and creamy

dressing alone. That's the kind of brilliance that makes "Oh She Glows" such a valuable addition to

any kitchen, even if you are not a strict vegetarian or vegan.Liddon also changes traditional Caesar

salad, which uses a semi-cooked egg and anchovy traditionally as the base of the creamy dressing.

Instead of egg or Parmesan cheese, she purees raw almonds to make a milky, protein-filled

dressing. This is right out of the vegan playbook, where raw cashews and other nuts are used to

make "cream"--the protein and fat of nuts working well to create the taste and feel of dairy cream.

Unfortunately, for those of us who are allergic to nuts, many vegan recipes are out of reach, and I

wish people would suggest substitutes, or even include them in recipes where nuts work to create

that flavorful "umami" component of cheese and meat. For example, you can sometimes use

sunflower or pumpkin seeds, or hemp seeds, which puree into a milky cream.My favorite recipe of

the entire book is creamy mashed potatoes and cauliflower with a mushroom gravy. It's way lighter

than the traditional holiday version and it's one of those comfort foods you can indulge in here with

less guilt and worry about calories and fat. Add some roasted vegetables on the side and you have

a great winter meal. They also solve the problem of having a holiday feast when you are

entertaining people who are vegan--these recipes let you recreate an almost-traditional meal minus

the turkey. Frankly, I like Thanksgiving dinner more for the side dishes, and the versions in here are

quite good--there is a recipe for butternut squash that goes really well with the potatoes.The book

also has recipes for snack bars including her famous "Glo-Bar." This is a great recipe. You can

substitute peanut or sunflower butter for the almond butter and the rest of the ingredients are

gluten-free, oil-free and soy-free. You can make these up, wrap them, freeze the extras and have a

quick snack that really is a huge improvement on the granola bars you buy in the store. I'm not a fan

of granola bars--to me, they are cookies pretending to be better than they are, but Glo Bars really do

have something to offer as a power snack.Re missing nutritional data: true, calories, etc are not

noted here. It's a daunting task, I'll bet. I use the Weight Watchers site as I am a member, and plug

in my recipes not only to get nutritional data but "points" because though vegetable-based foods are

lower in calories in general, they still count, especially starchy carbs. I believe "Sparkpeople" which



is a free site also has a recipe calculator. If you are worried about these numbers, you have a way

of incorporating the info into your food journal, though including this info would have been more

convenient.Summary: if you want to try vegan cooking, this is a great book to use, as Liddon really

works on getting great flavors from her ingredients.
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